We give a new proof of the classification result due to Sorm Popa that a finite depth inclusion of AFD type III; factois N^Al, A^ (0, 1), with a common discrete decomposition (jV^CM 00 , 0} is classified, up to isomorphism, by the type II core A^ciM 00 and the standard invariant of 6. §1. Introduction
§1. Introduction
Let X& (0, 1) and N^M be an inclusion of AFD type Ilk factors with finite index and with a common discrete decomposition (A 700 c M°°, 6} . It is an interesting problem to classify up to isomorphism inclusions of this kind with the same index.
In [20] Popa has shown that if N C M is strongly amenable then such an inclusion is classified by the isomorphism class of N^^-M 00 and the standard invariant 6 st of 6. This result was obtained as a consequence of a powerful classification theorem that properly/strongly outer actions of countable discrete amenable groups on strongly amenable inclusions of type II factors are classified by their standard invariants together with their modules if the factors are of type IIoo. By [18, 19] , finite depth inclusions of AFD type II factors are strongly amenable.
In this note, we will give a different proof of the finite depth case of this classification result of Popa by proving directly that the isomorphism class of N M is classified by that of N°°^M°° and the conjugacy class of 8 st . The main arguments of our proof can be summarized as follows. Let A/"CM be a finite depth inclusion of AFD type Ilk factors AfCM, X ^ (0, 1), with a determines the conjugacy class of a. Thi idea of using the commuting square of the simultaneous crossed product algebras to classify finite group actions on inclusions of factors was suggested in [8] .
This section is intended as a brief summary of some of the results that will be needed in this paper, further detail can be found in the articles cited therein. (/) with give rise to a common discrete decomposition of JV^M, i.e., there exist a normal faithful semi-finite trace T on N°°<^-M* and an automorphism 6 which acts simultaneously on ATCM 00 satisfying r • 6=Xr and such that is isomorphic to the inclusion of crossed products N°° X 9 ZCM 00 X e Z; is often called the type II core of N<^M. It is important to point out that by a result of Connes, a common discrete decomposition of N C M is unique up to conjugacy (cf. [4] ).
2) The standard invariant of an automorphism on an inclusion of factors. Let For the definition and the basic properties of strongly outer and strongly free automorphisms, we refer the reader to [1, 20, 10, 23] . Our first lemma is a direct corollary of the results in [1, 8, 19] . Since Qcip is split by assumption, the standard invariant of 6 on Q^cp 00 is trivial by [12] and so the same is true for 6 Q . Since mod (0 0 ) -1, it follows that 60 is approximately inner by [12] , i.e., 6$(x) = lim Adu n (x) for some
W->00
sequence of unitaries u n in Q°°0Ro,i and for all x^P°°®Po,i-On the other hand, since a 0 commutes with 6, we have: \imAdu n = 0o = ( = lim Arf (of 0 ®/^0 rl ) (w w ). It follows that (ufi (a.Q®Id RQil } (u n )} is a centralizing sequence for Q^^^o.i^^^^o.i-As a 0 ®^^oi is strongly, outer, it is centrally free by [20] and hence by [4] , there is a centralizing sequence {v n } in Q°°®Po,i words, ^o is approximately inner on Q°°®Po,i c= P 00 ®Po,i x « 0 0/d^, Z m and hence the corresponding standard invariant of $o is trivial and this in turn implies that the standard invariant of 6 on Q^cip 00 x a % m is trivial. Since Qc:px a Z w has finite depth by [1, 21] , Theorem 6.1 in [12] implies that QCpx a Z m is a split inclusion and a simple argument will show that the commuting square P C PX a Z m U U is isomorphic to the commuting square of tensor products Q d QX a ZÛ U , where R* is the AFD 
